Academic Seminar Experience

TrueTantra (academy.program)

:: BODY DE.ARMOUR ::
By Marmas & Nadis, The Kaula Sacred Technology
:: Belgium, Brussels :: March 29th - April 1st ::
Experience & Practice
A practicum seminar which will
develop over 4 consecutive days, with
as objective to learn and practice the
knowledge of the Kaula Technology of
Marmas & Nadis. This course is
targeted to people that already know
tantra, bodywork, thai massage or any
other kind of body therapy.
We will pursue this knowledge not only
in theory, but work on recognising the
basic aspects of OUR BODIES, so you
can experience hands-on the premises
around our energy-physical BODIES!!

Where ?
Brussels is a city that is very well
connected and where the energy can
be expanded in a unique way. This will
be an urban retreat, so you can stay in
a nearby hotel, but you can also
choose to stay at Studio La Limite,
where we work. Studio La Limite is a
spiritual practice centre, where arts, life
and different body practices find each
other. Both a workshop centre and a
lively monastery, the Studio is a centre
for encounter of therapeutic body work,
spiritual development, and exchange.
The studio has a strong atmosphere,
nurtured by daily doses of
intense spiritual work and sparkly
encounters. Address: Rue de la Limite

93, 1210 Brussels (St.-Josse)

Cost of the Seminar

By. Tantra Mentor , Anand Rudra, PhD.

Language: English / Spanish
CU points: 32hrs Study accreditation points at
TrueTantra Academy (Transpersonal & Restorative
Bodywork Certification)
Syllabus and practicum to be seen:
1. Tantra and its Anatomy.
Tantra in the holistic frame.
The purpose of Tantra with in your holistic practice?
What Tantra Kaula is?
2. Understanding Energy.
The concept of prana, sources and the movement of
energy on the body & bodies.
Prana fields : Electrical (Static & Dinamic) /

465 euro (390 euro for the
course + 75 euro for the food).
***For details on meals &
overnight stays go to the end
NOTE
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Magnetical / sacred energy: How to work with
Tantric Body work!! ATKY
•
Subtle Chanels : Chi or Pranic
•

On the bodies: Kunda; sexual; sacred

3. The Subtle system within Kaula.
•
Body Nucleus
•
Chakra System (How many & where)
•
Nadis & Talas (Vayu Nadi Massage) 14 principal
channels
•
Marmas & Granthis (Kaula Marma Massage)

Details
4. Theory & Methodology Frameworks
The clases will be from 9.00 hrs.
until 18.00 hrs. during the 4 days,
but Thursday we start at 10.30hrs
finishing at 19.00hrs. We will have
break for Lunch and tea breaks.
To bring:
2 towels , one beach, one normal.
Sarong, Stone or Jade Massage
Stick for acupressure &. Olive or
coconut oil. Comfortable clothing.
Notebook, USB

Staying at La Limite.
It is also possible to stay over at
Studio La Limite, sleeping all
together in the Studio space. We
have 10 mattresses, you bring
sheets/sleeping bag. To stay for the
whole course (including wednesday
evening and/or sunday), you pay 30
euro. Please communicate directly
to Studio La Limite to block your
space to stay on the premisses!.
All meals are vegan and freshly
prepared.If you are staying at a hotel
nearby, let us know if you join for
breakfast. :: Price for all meals: 75
euro ::
On Wednesday night there is a
Tantra class, taught by Elle, from
7-10pm, so you will only be able to
make your bed after… If you are
interested to follow the class (very
limited availability), let us know.
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- Schools that develop the knowledge around the marmas
& nadis

⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

Ayurveda
Cachemir
Tibetan
Kaula

- Theory of Correlation and the energy vibration (Tantric
Pranayamic Meditation)
- Theory of Resonance
- Coherence Theory ( How to get in touch with it)
Energy and the law thermodynamics. Sexual Energy &
orgasms

⁃
The Sankhya philosophy behing the Marmani
⁃
The concept of manas & the buddhi on Marmas
⁃
Idea behind a Marma & a Nadi
⁃
Nadis and the connection to our Bodies, the
marmas, the talas and the granthis
⁃
14 Main nadis connected to the two main centers
of hearth and the kanda.
⁃
Blockages on marmas, nadis and the flux of
energy at our bodies.
⁃
The modern concept of Reich applied to our body
⁃
The modern armour concept on the phisycal body
5. Techniques & Hands on

⁃
Pranayams to review and unblock the main
nadis
⁃
Naropa & Vayu Massage on the nadis
⁃
Kaula Marma De.Armouring on the back legs
and frontal side.
⁃
Kama-Marma and function
⁃
Consious High Frequency Pranic healing
techniques
⁃
Sexual energy after de-armouring the body
⁃
Energetical orgasms and the work on the Bliss
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phenomena.
Blockages and releasing deep tissue, via marmas & nadis.
- Fascia (the connective tissue) and energy within the body.
- Contracting & Expanding the Body Massage.
- Nervous system and the relation to the SOMATICS.

Deposit & Registration
Please reserve your place by sending a mail to studiolalimite@gmail.com.
once we get your reservation, you can pay 465 euro (390 euro for the
course + 75 euro for the food) through PayPal, using the link
paypal.me/ studiolalimite/465. or transfer the money to the account
of THE MONASTERY vzw on BE67 7340 4388 0987, KREDBEBB.
once we have received your payment (and only then!) your reservation is
definitive.
If you would like to sleep over, you can pay when you arrive. please pay as
soon as your reservation is confirmed. we only have limited spaces
available.
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Anand Rudra,
Being raised in a Shamanic culture by father (Mexican
spirita and shaman) and by the grandmother ( Yaqui
Mexican Medical Woman) Since he was young, he
was attracted to the esoterica world. He has been
studying tarot, psycho-magia, symbology, ritualism,
tantra, sacred geometry and shamanism. For the last
15 years, he has developed and rescue the ancient
Kahula Tantra practices and
Ancient Tantra Kriya
Yoga. More info. www.truetantra.eu

This Class is open to all.
In your email please mention your last name, address, mobile phone number when
signing up. Upon reception of your email and payment we will send you an invoice.
Your reservation is secured after payment.
Please don't forget to book your own travel and stay in time!
Basic Bibliography:
*
*

Core E-Readings once you are registered
The Subtle Body by Cyndi Dale

TrueTantra
+31 639.49. 21.15 (whatsapp)
www.truetantra.eu
Skype: anand.bindu
FB: http://www.facebook.com/1680345354
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